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} 25-40,000 children experience their first 
nonfebrile seizure each year

} AAN/CNS guidelines developed in early 
2000s and subsequently reaffirmed
◦ Which tests affect management decisions and 

predict recurrence?
◦ Risk of seizure recurrence vs. risk of treatment

} Guidelines are slightly different than adults 



} Review evidence-based recommendations for
◦ Testing after 1st seizure
◦ Treatment after 1st seizure



} Seizure: transient, episodic occurrence of 
signs and/or symptoms due to abnormal 
excessive or synchronous cerebral neuronal 
activity

} Epilepsy: two or more unprovoked seizures



} Guidelines refer to first generalized 
convulsive, tonic, simple or complex partial 
seizures
◦ Absence, myoclonic, atonic and infantile spasms 

not included









} 16 y/o previously healthy young woman
} Out late at a party, admitted to drinking 

alcohol
} 2 minute generalized convulsive seizure 

witnessed by her friend at 5am
} Confused and lethargic for 30 min afterward
} Seen in the ED, observed for 4 hours, no 

testing was done



} No significant PMH, no history of seizures, 
staring spells or headaches. No recent change 
in behavior or school performance.

} On OCPs, no other meds.  Drinks alcohol 
occasionally.  Denies drug or tobacco use

} An uncle with childhood onset epilepsy
} Is an “A” student and competes on the swim 

team



} She sees you in the office the next day
} What do you do next?



1. CBC, AST/ALT, 
Electrolytes, 
urine toxicology

2. Stat CT
3. MRI of the brain
4. EEG
5. All of the above



1. True
2. False



} Good quality data (10 Class I studies)
◦ Only test considered standard in all patients

} Utility of EEG:
◦ Substantiate clinical diagnosis
◦ Identify specific epilepsy syndromes
◦ Predict long-term prognosis

} Strong predictor of recurrence
◦ 1st seizure with normal EEG 20-40% recurrence 

within 2 years
◦ Abnormal EEG 50-80% depending on abnormality



} Specific patterns may obviate need for neuro-
imaging
◦ Rolandic (centrotemporal) spikes
◦ Generalized spike-wave

} Limits of EEG:
◦ Cannot rule out seizure
◦ Sampling error

} Optimal timing not clear
◦ Probably >48 h after seizure, as transient 

abnormalities may be present



} Features of an optimal EEG:
◦ Awake
◦ Asleep
◦ Hyperventilation 
◦ Intermittent photic stimulation



} Keys to a good pediatric EEG
◦ Time
◦ Patience 
◦ A technician who likes working with kids
◦ Child-life services
◦ Adequate sleep deprivation
◦ Experienced pediatric interpreter
◦ Not sedation



} Routine lab testing (CBC, electrolytes, Ca, Mg, 
glucose, urine toxicology) not recommended 
in all patients

} Lab testing warranted in patients only with 
suggestive symptoms/history
◦ i.e. persistent mental status changes, diarrhea, 

vomiting, dehydration
} Infants under 6 months an exception



} CT scans for emergency imaging only
◦ If persistent focal deficit, not returning to baseline 

within 1-2 hours of seizure, concern for 
hemorrhage

} 0 to 7% had abnormalities that influenced 
management
◦ <5% when neuro exam and EEG normal

} MRI preferred imaging modality



1. True
2. False



} Much more sensitive than CT for 
malformations, stroke, atrophy, tumor

} No radiation
} Useful information regarding recurrence risk 

and prognosis



} About 33% will have abnormalities on MRI
◦ Only 2% have lesions that contribute to 

management decisions
◦ Incidental findings lead to anxiety and unnecessary 

testing
} Not necessary if EEG shows generalized 

spike-wave or Rolandic spikes
} Risk of sedation in younger kids



} “Seriously Consider” after 1st seizure in
◦ Patient with unexplained cognitive or motor deficit
◦ Abnormal neuro exam
◦ Focal seizures
◦ Normal or focal EEG
◦ <1 year of age

} Most practitioners will get MRI after 2nd

seizure (i.e. epilepsy)



} Guidelines in adults are different
◦ Imaging recommended after 1st seizure, MRI 

preferred
◦ 10-15% Have clinically significant findings



} The patient’s EEG showed generalized spike-
wave discharges





1. Start Depakote
2. No treatment, 

seizure 
restrictions

3. Consult 
Neurology

4. Start Keppra



} Main questions:
◦ What is the risk it will happen again?
◦ What is the risk if it happens again?
◦ How effective is treatment?
◦ How frequent/severe are side effects?



} Range of 14-65% within 2 years
} 30% reasonable estimate
} Higher if
◦ Abnormal EEG
◦ Remote symptomatic
◦ Abnormal development or neuro exam
◦ Specific abnormalities on imaging (MTS, dysplasia)

} Recurrence risk increases to about 70% after 
2nd seizure 



} Serious injury very rare, usually related to 
falls
◦ restrictions

} Sudden death very uncommon
◦ Almost exclusively patients with neurological 

impairment, uncontrolled seizures, multiple meds 
or med non-compliance

} Psychosocial stress



} Recurrence if treated ranges from 4-32%
} Most data on older anticonvulsants
◦ Carbamazepine
◦ Phenobarbital
◦ Valproic acid
◦ Phenytoin

} Newer anticonvulsants have not been subject 
to EBM reviews



} Cognitive and behavioral AE 0-40% 
} Common systemic AEs (about 10%)
◦ Sedation
◦ Dizziness
◦ Nausea
◦ Rash
◦ Gingival hyperplasia

} Rare systemic 
◦ Stevens-Johnsons/hypersensitivity
◦ Hepatic failure

} Newer drugs not included



} Started on levetiracetam (Keppra)
} Seizure free with no side effects



} All patients need EEG
} Imaging, lab testing depend on clinical 

picture
} Anti-epileptic drugs generally not 

recommended if EEG normal
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